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associated with for about 26 years (so
where did that time go to - I’m only 25
- well in my head anyway!). 

At the beginning of 2013 I reduced
my working hours, and now no longer
work on Wednesdays, so our flat is
awash with even more card making
materials. I love the Sally Moret range
of papers & die-cuts, and the beautiful
new poppies and song birds are now
also on my list. I’ve got heavily into 
die cutting and embossing, and every-
time I study the CC updates or the
website shop I find more and more
products I want to try! 

Next month I’m presenting a lecture
at an international travel medicine
conference in Maastricht about ‘com-
municating risk’ trying to ensure that
travellers remain well when abroad.
I’m really struggling right now to write
it and am not sure if it’s because there
isn’t a lot of literature in this field that 
I can draw experience from, or be-
cause I really want to be card making
instead! Creating takes me to a happy
place and I don’t want to make time
for the academia! Well I’d better get
my act together as the event is draw-
ing near and I have to turn up and 
deliver come what may. 

Now, if my lecture was about the
risk that card making poses to the
tidiness of my home, the volumes of
materials that I collect, convinced 
that I need it all there and then, and
the endless boxes and cupboards 
I need to store it all in, I’d have no
problem in putting pen to paper! 

Until next time, enjoy the warmer
weather that has come along at last.

Where have the last three 
months gone to? I was trying to 
think of something light hearted 
to share with you, but the winter 
weather seems to have dragged 
on, the news is all doom and 
gloom and I realise I haven’t laughed 
very much! 

One of the most thrilling events 
was going to see Les Miserables as 
I mentioned last time - as I wrote on 
the eve of its first showing in the UK.
It didn’t disappoint and, so good was
the experience that I went twice more
and even my husband came along, 
on one occasion. This is a man who
has fought against my requests to
come to the show with me time and
time again, including the 25th anniver-
sary performed at the O2 in 2010! 
Well blow me down, not only did he
really enjoy the film but last week 
he suggested we went to the show in
London. I was lucky to get tickets at
the last minute and he declared that
equally as enjoyable - well that made
me smile! 

They say time flies when you’re
having fun. Well I’ve already men-
tioned the last 3 months but how
about the last 18 years! This morning 
I was asked to send over my editorial
for the magazine, and while chatting I
found they had a brand new member
of staff - Charlotte Kearley, the daugh-
ter of Jenny and Paul, Directors of
Craft Creations. Firstly happy birthday
to Charlotte who celebrated her 19th
birthday very recently. 

I think I last saw her in her first year
of life, her and her older brother were
in a play pen in the office beside
Jenny, in their previous premises in
Tottenham. I’ve seen her handiwork 
in an article in the Craft Creation mag-
azine which gave me a hint she may
have an interest in cards. So it was
lovely to hear that Charlotte had
started working in the family business
along with many of her relatives, the
business really is a lovely family con-
cern and one I’ve been proud to be



Pastel Flowers
By Hazel Lee
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

3mm Quilling Paper: Pale Green,
Peach, Brown and Silver (optional).

Paper Ribbler (optional).

3mm Bow: BOW31-06 Peach.

Gold Label Stickers: XL712U-02 Cor-
ners, XL632U-02 Borders, XL428U-02
Wording and ZL713U-51 Dots.

Pale Blue/Lilac Card.

Paper Scraps: Green Glitter & White.

Card Mount: AP07U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of pale blue card to 90 x 130mm. Stick
this behind the card aperture and glue the end panel
behind it.

Ribble some shiny silver quilling paper and take it
around the aperture, sticking in place as you go, or 
if you prefer use one of the narrow silver borders on 
the sticker sheet, which will bend neatly around the
oval shape.

Place a corner sticker into each of the top corners
about 3mm in from the sides and fold line, then add
the narrow border between them and around the bot-
tom edges of the card as shown. Make the quilled
pieces as shown below on the actual size photo.

Make five loose coils for each flower from 15cm
lengths of peach paper. Using a designer board (see
diagram) will ensure all the coils are the same but you
can simply use a piece of cork and some pins to help

Coil

Glue

Designer Board

Eye Shape

Scroll

Teardrop (bud)

you offset the coils if you prefer. 
Push the inner loops of each coil 
carefully to the edge as shown 
then glue to keep the shape.

Remove the offset coil from 
the board and pinch at the glued 
point to make the large petals. 

Cut or punch two 10mm white 
paper circles (it doesn’t matter if 
they are not perfect) and assem-
ble a flower onto each by gluing 
the pointed ends onto the circle. 
Punch out two small green glit-
ter daisies and stick one to the 
centre of each flower, topping 
each with a gold glitter dot in the centre.

Make eight loose coils from approx. 10cm lengths
of pale green and pinch at each end to form the eye
shapes. Make two loose coils from 12cm lengths of

pale green, pinch at each end and
push together slightly to make the
pushed coils.

Make two loose coils for the
buds from 8cm lengths of peach
and pinch at one end to make the
teardrops.

Assemble the pieces onto the
blue background, making the
stems from green paper, loosely
fold the paper around the buds
and back on itself to make the
stems double thickness. Finish
with some brown scrolls which can
be ribbled or left plain then add a
peach ribbon bow as shown.

Actual Size (Approx)

Pushed
Coil



Shades Of Blue
By Roz Watnemo of Nordic Needle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Finished Size of Design 25⁄8” x 5” 
(65mm x 127mm)

White Congress Canvas 24 Count 5 x 7” 
(125mm x 175mm).

Leah’s Pearl Cotton: Colour 38 Midnight.

Stitch Count: Width 62 x Height 116.

Card Mount: AP45G-GO-29 Dark Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold the fabric in half lengthwise to find the centre
line. From the top edge on the centre fold, measure
down 11⁄2 inches (40mm) and count 6 fabric threads 
to the right to begin the first satin stitch (see arrow). 

Plain Stitches: Work all the satin stitch motifs, box
stitches, back stitches and satin stitch blocks (all the
stitches shown mauve or blue on the chart).

‘A’ Lacing: Work the lacing technique ‘A’. This re-
quires two trips around the square as shown by the
two coloured lines (green & brown). 
1. Secure the thread on the back of the design by
running it beneath five satin stitch blocks and bring
the needle out from the back in the fabric hole mark-
ed by the green pointer on the chart. 
2. Insert the needle beneath the top left block of
stitches on the top row (in front of the fabric). Pull 

B

C

A
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the thread through and move down 
to the top left block of the inside 
row. Take the needle under the stitch 
block as before keeping topside of 
the fabric. Alternate between the out-
side row and inside row of blocks, going beneath
every other block all the way around the square. 
3. Return the thread to the back of the design at the
point of entry (the green pointer). Bring the needle 
out again at the base of the first stitch on the sec-
ond block from the left on the top row at the brown
pointer.
4. This row is worked anti clockwise and will lie on
top of the previous row except at the corners where it
is taken beneath the previous row. Take the needle
beneath the two threads from the previous row at the
corner ‘A’, then bring the needle beneath the stitches
on the second block down on the outer left row. 
5. Continue by taking the needle under the second
block down on the inside row, then alternate as be-
fore all the way around, take the thread under the two
corner threads of the first row (shown green) as you
come to each corner. The final stitch is inserted in the
right stitch of the block where this lacing row began.

Cutting: Cut the fabric threads where shown by the
thick red lines on the chart around ‘B’ & ‘C’. Remove
the cut fabric threads and continue with the filling
stitches as follows.

Note: Work all four woven bars for ‘B’ then work the
spokes as described. When working the bars for ‘C’,
work 3.5 bars then follow the ‘C’ instructions.

Woven Bars:
1. Bring the needle up in the centre of the first of 
the four bars to be woven, bring the needle around
the outer two fabric threads and back to the centre. 
2. Bring the needle around the inner two fabric
threads and back to the centre. Continue to the 
end of the first bar then move directly to the centre
fabric row of the second bar, and work as before.
Work the next two bars in the same way. 

‘B’ Corner 
Spokes:
1. After working 
the four woven 
bars at ‘B’, 
bring the needle 
out at one of 
the corner 
points shown on the chart to begin a spoke. Extend
the thread from the corner into the centre. 

2. On the way back to that same corner, pass the
needle around the extended thread three times be-
fore going back in the corner hole. Repeat the stitch
at the other three corners.

‘C’ Woven Bars & Spokes: Weave the 3.5 of the 4
bars as described previously.
1. When you are at the halfway point of the last bar,
insert the needle, from the back, into the previously
woven bar at the halfway point of the bar.
2. Continue to the next bar taking the needle through
from the back to the front as before, and the next 
and again through the half worked bar bringing the
needle back out where you started. 
3. Reverse the direction and wrap the needle around
the extended thread twice before taking the needle
through the centre of the next bar as shown. Work
around the other three spokes in the same way, then
finish by weaving the last half of the last bar.

Press the finished design, right side down, on a
terry towel then trim the fabric sides and use stitch-
ery tape to mount the hardanger design into the 
card opening.

Hardanger embroidery stitch instructions are available
free at our website: www.nordicneedle.net. 

Click on the ‘Stitches’ link



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team

INTRODUCTION:

These are quick and easy die-cut 3D découpage
sheets, simply press out and layer. On some of
these sheets we have also included a separate
pyramid design, so you can make twice as many
cards. Use the layer hints below to help make
your designs look really special. 
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Roses And Chocolates: DCD571
Main Card: HG03U-45 Hammer White. Pink stripe paper
(SR199P) is cut to leave a border of card showing, two panels 
of red/white dots paper (SR187P) are matted onto black card 
behind the design, which is also matted onto black card.
Pyramid Card: SF11C-107 Red. Grey 
gingham paper (SR145P) is cut to leave 
a wide edge of card showing, with the 

Pink Roses And Cupcake: DCD570
Card 1: SF01U-30 White. The front panel is covered
with pink paper (SR288P) and the découpage simply
mounted to the top right. The butterfly (ZL512U-50) is
stuck in place by the body only so the wings can lift. 
Card 2: SCF01U-46 Hammer Cream. Matt and layer
the design onto a selection of patterned paper yellow
dotty (SR192P), green texture (SR071P) and green
stripe (SR206P), with rose ribbon (MTR38-10) wrap-
ped around and a pretty bow added to the top. I used
silver pen (WRI66) to make a rough stitched line
around the edge of layer 1 and added three different
pink buttons (BUT016) at the bottom left.

Pyramid Card: SF04U-76 Raspberry. The paper is cut
with scallop scissors, both pieces are used and rose 
ribbon (MTR49-10) is tied around the larger piece.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Cut each of the three little flowers away from the
roses and curve down at the cuts.
Layer 4: Top rose: Cut from the centre bottom along the
top of the left petal for about 1cm, then cut along the right
petal in the same way. Curve the centre down at the cut. In
the same way as for the last rose, cut between some of the
outer petals curve them to make a natural shape for the
other two roses.

pyramid design mounted at the 
top left. The background is filled 
using some of the extra bits from 
the sheet along with buttons 
(BUT016) and a spotty bow 
(BOW05-09).
Card 3: AP09U-30 White. The 
front panel is covered with green 
stripe paper (SR206P). Place 
layer 1 inside the card and posi-
tion it as shown, on the flap be-
hind, stick it in place then stick 
the flap closed. Add the layers 
onto the front of the card. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix all the single 
roses and add a dab of glue at 
the base. Sticky fix the flowers 
and vase, gluing the bottom 
by the chocolates. Lightly fold 
along the painted line of the pink present. Lightly curve the 
chocolate box.
Layer 3: Sticky fix and glue the rose head as before. Glue the bow 
in place by the centre only. Lightly fold the present along the line 
and sticky fix in place. Sticky fix the box lid by the centre and glue 
both ends. Sticky fix the chocolates at the top edge and glue the bit 
of box on that piece before sticky fixing the main box over the top.
Layer 4: Glue the stem of the leaf and bottom of the rose.



rose: Cut between the pansy and
the leaf, curve just the top of the
pansy down at the cut, curve the
leaf up a bit. Cut between the
three front petals of the rose and
shape them to look natural.
Layer 6: On both roses, cut be-
tween the flower centre and the
top petals, curve the petals down
and the centre up, sticky fix by 
the centre only.
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Teacup And Cake: DCD568
Card 1: SF01C-136 Fresh White. Wrap a length of blue prego 
ribbon (MTR45-40) around the front panel and tie in a bow at 
the left hand side. Add 2 sprigs from the pearl branch (FLA03-
04) tucking the stems back so they will be under the panel, then 
mount the découpage and small panel as shown. Add half 
pearls onto the découpage and small panel.
Card 2: SF01C-133 Teal. I’ve cut a piece of paper large enough 
to use a ‘punch around the page’ punch that I already owned 
(no longer available), leaving a white border around the design 
with the punched flowers around that. A little gold stickles glit-
ter glue (STK004) dabbed into the hole in each flower looks 

very pretty. The two 
panels from the sheet 
are sticky fixed in place.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between 
the handle of the top 
cup and the back of the 
bottom teacup, so you 
can curve the teacup down away from the handle.
Layer 3: Begin this layer with the tag, chose either the one with words or plain. Next do the
cup, curve the sides down to give a lovely shape, sticky fix into place and glue at the cake.
Sticky fix the saucer and cake and glue the left hand side of the saucer.
Layer 4: Start with the left hand rose, the right one will overlap it at the centre. Cut between
the icing and cake on both sides for a little way and curve the cake down.
Layer 5: Cut between the leaf and the white flowers and curve the flowers down at the cut.
Layer 6: Left hand rose: Cut around the top of the rose 
centre and curve the top petals down and the centre 
up. Right rose: Cut between the three front petals and 
shape them to make a natural shape.
Layer 7: Cut between the top petals and the rose cen-
tre, curve the petals down and the centre up.

Teacup And Flowers: DCD569
Card 1: SL01U-45 Hammer White. 
Blue stripe paper (SR207P) covers 
the card with panels of dotty pink 
(SR193P) and handmade pink pa-
per (HND02A4). The picture panels 
are from the sheet, with a lilac bow 
(BOW71-07), the 2mm pink gems 
(GEM51) are scattered onto the 
découpage layers and the panels.
Card 2: SL01U-43 Linen White. The 
front is half covered in pink stripe 
paper (SR205P), while the découpage 
and panels are matted onto silver glit-
ter board (GB02A5), with silver glitter 
sticker borders (ZL793U-42). I’ve 
used mum stickers (ZL758U-52) on 
the white part of the cup.
Pink Cake Card: SF04U-47 Hammer Pink. 
A pastel blue stripe panel (SR207P) is cut to
fit across the centre of the front panel. Tiny
sticker stars (XL597U-02) are placed across
the top and bottom edges, and the round

panel has mum added, from the same sheet
as the stars. The cake panel is matted onto
pink glitter vinyl (VGL03A5).
Pink Duo Cake Card: TW26D-DF-001 Pink.
The front of the card is folded down and stuck

flat, with 2mm iridescent gems
(GEM55) placed on each scallop.
The cake panel is mounted onto 
silver mirri card (MIR02CA5) and
blue dotty paper (SR195P). A pink
gingham bow (BOW07-03) covers
the bow on the cupcake case.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Sticky fix into place but do
not put sticky fixers on the foot of
the cup, this will be covered by the
next layer and needs to slope down.
Layer 4: Cut between the two leav-
es on the left side and curve the
bottom one down. Place a sticky
fixer in the centre of the saucer part
and glue the two sides.
Layer 5: Start with the right hand
rose, curve the left side down. Left
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Birthday Layer Cake: DCD572
Card 1: SCF01U-43 Linen White. The pink panel (SR288P) fits onto the main part of the
card with glitter board (GB04A5) going across to the fold. Tie the lilac ribbon (MTR10-30)
around the panel, knotting it close to the bottom edge. The design and wording panel
are matted onto mauve paper (CDP004S). I’ve punched two small holes into the round
tag, so it looks like a button, and put ribbon through before layering. 
Card 2: GF31U-43 Linen White. The design is matted onto purple paper (STD34PA5)
and mounted on the left panel. The right panel is covered with foiled pink flower paper
(CP081S) with some of the pieces from the découpage sheet and silver gems. 
Card 3: SF06C-126 Fuchsia. Cut a 6cm wide piece of glitter board (GB02A5) to go
down the centre of the card then matt the découpage onto yellow stripe paper (SR204P)
and add to the card. Punch scallop circles (PPW133) from the silver glitter board (at
your own risk as it’s a bit thick) and matt the circle panels onto them. The dashes
(ZL815U-42) around the edge are peel-off stickers.
Layer Tips: 
All Layers: It looks more natural if you place the sticky fixers towards the centre and
curve the sides of the cake down.
Layer 3: For the cream band, use a singe fixer in the centre and glue the two sides.
Layer 4: Cut between the two layers of cream from the left side to the flower, and curve
the lower one down a bit.

Red Roses: DCD573
Card 1: AP04U-35 Black. Stick layer 1 behind the card aperture and glue the flap
closed. Cut a panel from pink stripe paper (SR199P) and cut the aperture shape mak-
ing it a little larger than the card aperture. Make a window from acetate (PET01) and
stick in place behind the opening in the paper. Wrap the ribbon (MTR48-17) around to
the back and stick the ends. Stick this panel onto the card and layer the découpage
onto the acetate window.
Card 2: HG03U-49 Hammer Red. This one is a lot simpler, use red dotty paper 
(SR187P) and pretty vines (SR279P) at the left edge and matt the design onto green 
duo paper (CDP002S). The extra pieces from the sheet are layered to match the main
panel, and a bit of red ribbon (MTR39-20) adds texture to the design.

Pyramid Card: SF08U-52
Popset White. The same red
dotty paper is used for the 
right hand side of the card, 
but before mounting I have
punched some small hearts
from the paper. The heart
shaped holes are infilled with 
red glitter hearts (ZL800U-44).
The design is matted onto 
green duo paper (CDP002S) 
before mounting. The wording
(XL718U-01) is coloured with
Lumocolor pens before sticking
in place. 
Layer Tips: 
All Layers: It does look nicer 
if you cut between some outer
petals and give them some
shape.
Layer 3: Glue the bottom of the
top rose centre. Cut around the
leaf between the pair of roses,
cutting them apart, sticky fix the
left one curving down at the cut.
Curve the leaf up and sticky fix
the other rose in place.



Garden Birdwatch
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR304P Song Birds 
and SR257P Antique Green. 

Creative Die-Cut Toppers: CDT014P (or 013, 015).

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-51 Gold.

Black Card CRE05CA4 and a Scrap of Dark Grey.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL775U-01 Birthday, 
XL513U-01 Special Day, XL564U-01 Letters 
and ZL512U-81 Butterflies.

Card Mount: SF01U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

These beautiful bird toppers come complete with
pretty wording panels and dainty eggs, they make 
really stylish cards very quickly and easily.

Actual Size

Left: My second card is made in a very similar
way, using brown tartan (SR291P) and brown
weave (SR297P) papers and a brown texture 
ribbon (MTR20-76).

Cut a matching bird from the song bird paper and
sticky fix him to the card, using glue at the feet.

Cut a small pair of binoculars and a strap from
black card, with dark grey for the lenses. Stick the
lenses in place, then lay the pieces onto the card,
stick the strap in place, then sticky fix the binoculars.

Stick the butterfly wings onto a scrap of white
paper and cut around. Stick onto the card by 
the body and use a mini fixer under the wing.
Add sticker dots behind the butterfly and all the
wording stickers as shown to finish.

Cut a piece of green canvas to 140mm x 190mm
and stick onto the front of the card. 

Cut another green panel 62mm x 70mm, matt onto
black card and cut around leaving 2mm at the top
and sides and about 5mm at the bottom. Wrap a
short length of gold ribbon around the panel close 
to the bottom edge and tie in a bow at the front.

Press out the main bird panel, two wording panels
and the egg panel from the sheet. Matt the main bird
panel onto black card and cut to leave a 3mm border.
Matt the larger word panel onto black card, leaving a
2mm border. 

Sticky fix the 
large bird panel 
close to the top 
right as shown 
and stick the 
green panel to the 
lower left. Stick 
the egg panel into 
the space to the 
right of the bird.

Sticky fix the 
large wording 
panel onto the 
green panel, close 
to the top edge as 
shown and stick 
the small word 
panel to the lower 
left of the card. 



Jet Ski Rider
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Creative Paper: SR175P Water.

Stardream Card: STD31CA4
Onyx, STD36CA4 Flame,
STD23CA4 Lapis Lazuli and 
a Scrap of STD15CA4 Rose.

Mirri Card: MIR02CA4 Silver 
and a scrap of MIR08CA4 Blue.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-02
and -03 Lines, XL711U-08 Wide
Lines, XL562U-24 Numbers,
XL632U-24 Borders, XL713U-02
Dots and XL513U-02 Wording.

Angel Hair: AH03A4 Ivory.

Card Mount: AP02U-48 Blue.

this piece in the positions shown, where the two lines
run together, overlap the lower one a little with the
top one to give them some shape. Leave the two 
narrow borders and dots for now, they will be easier
to place shortly. 

3. Stick piece 3 into place then add the two narrow
borders and silver/black dot onto piece 2.

4. Stick piece 4 onto 3 and add the medium silver
lines, taking care to align them at the same angle as
the stripes on 1 and 2 as shown. Add the numbers.

5. Stick piece 5 into place and add a wide silver 
border as shown.

6. Stick piece 6 into place and add a narrow silver
border along the line as shown.

7. Stick 7 into place on the base butting it against 6.

Fold the card and lightly draw the lower edge of
the aperture onto the flap behind. Open the card and
extend the line almost to the edges of the card at
each side (next page shown red).

Cut a 120 x 170mm oblong of rippled water paper
and stick centrally onto the marked panel, the edges
of the line will show at either side. 

Cut the back piece of foamy water from angel hair
using the top wavy line and straight grey line on the
diagram for the depth and shape. Stick in place on
the water background, see the height marked on the
diagram, this is from the bottom of the aperture.

Trace all around the edge of the assembled jet
skier and cut out to make a base 
from white card. This will be used 
to build each successive layer onto.

Trace each of the items, transfer 
them to the relevant colour card, 
then follow the decoration and as-
sembly instructions.

1. Using the copper border with 
small squares along it, following the 
lines on the picture (right), place 6 
strips onto piece 1, close together 
with the squares offset to interlock 
a bit, as shown. Stick this piece 
into place on the base.

2. Stick piece 2 into place on the 
base. Stick wide silver borders onto 

Actual Size
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8. Add piece 8 using shallow sticky fixers under the
leg and chest to give some separation.

9. Stick piece 9 into place, then add all the silver lines
and make a little black sticker motif for the man.

10. Stick the face into place adding a tiny black dot
for the eye where marked.

11. Stick the helmet over the face making sure the
eye is just visible. Add the wide and narrow white
stickers, finishing with the black pieces. 

Fold the card (don’t stick it just yet) and add the 
jet ski using sticky fixers, position it about 8mm from
the lower edge of the aperture and with the nose of
the ski about 10mm from the left edge. Unfold the
card again.

Actual Size

Cut another strip of ivory angel hair about 35mm
deep, add waves to the top edge, (see diagram) lay
this over the bottom of the panel going over the bot-
tom of the ski to look like a wave splashing over it,
stick by the sides and bottom edges only. Refold the
card and stick the flap in place behind the panel.

Cut little white accents to define the waves from
wide white borders. Cut to shape along the top edge
of each piece leaving the straight edge along the bot-
tom uncut. Add lots of little silver sticker dots to look
like sparkling droplets of water behind the jet skier,
with a few above the ski, use the photo to guide you. 

Add a double border around the aperture using a
wide and a medium silver line and add the words to
the background to complete the design.



It’s A Hoot!
By Jo Crouch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Transfer the wings to the tartan paper as follows.
Twist the paper as shown below (or twist the tracing).
Use the same part of the pattern for each wing so
they match nicely. To make the wings look balanced,
the placement of the pattern should be fairly even. 

Trace the owl and branch outline from 
the diagram on the next page. Fold the 
card in a ‘Z’ style with the top panel open-
ing on the left hand side. 

Place the tracing over the folded card, 
with the bottom of the branch along the 
bottom edge of the card and centred on 
the folded card at the sides (bring the wing 
lines to the edges of the card as you re-
trace if any adjustment is needed). Transfer 
the lines to the card and carefully cut out, 
cutting through all 3 panels, but leaving the 
straight edges of the wings and branch un-
cut to hold the whole row together.

Trace the ears, head, body and wings from the dia-
gram. Transfer the head and body to the back of the
weave paper and cut out. 

Creative Papers: SR292P, SR293P and 
SR294P Tartans.

Creative Papers: SR298P, SR299P and 
SR300P Weave Effect.

Creative Papers: SR228P Light Kraft, SR252P 
Old Veneer and SR257P Antique Green Canvas.

Creative Cover Card: CRE04CA4 Dark Brown.

Stardream Paper: STD20PA4 Antique Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL520U-01 15mm Zeros, 
XL623U-01 25mm Zeros, XL642U-03 
words and XL729U-03 Dots.

Paper Punch: PPW607 37mm Circle.

Card Mount: DF03U-14 Dark Brown.
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Actual Size

Single Black
Line

Crossover Line

To see this clearly, look at the single black 
line running through the bright red part of the 
tartan pattern on my owl’s wings. I’ve placed 
this line from the lower tip of the wing, roughly 
up the centre to the shoulder. Position a single 
black line crossing this near the wing tip as 
shown and you will also get a good balance of 
yellow/black horizontal lines within each wing. 

Transfer the ears to the tartan paper, try to 
match the strong lines in the pattern across 
both ears to get a good balance to the owl.

Start with the red owl and use the diagram 
(right) for positioning. Stick the oval body into 
place, 15-20mm from the bottom edge of the 
card, making sure it is central side to side.

Add the ears, leaving a narrow edge of the 
dark brown card showing. They will be longer 
than needed but the ends will be covered later. 
Add the wings, leaving a little outline and over-
lapping the sides of the red body as shown.

Stick the head in place, leaving a narrow out-
line of brown showing around the top and sides, the
chin will overlap the body and wing tops as shown.

Punch two circles from the light kraft paper for
eyes, using the 37mm punch (or trace from the dia-
gram). Place each eye onto the diagram in turn, mark
at the dip between them and trim so they each have
a flat side. Stick the eyes to the face, straight sides
touching and placing them as shown.

To make neat brown ovals for the eyes, stick two
large zero stickers to brown card and trim around
them. You can simply turn these face down and stick
onto the card, or peel and re-use the zeros for the
other owls. Take the waste from the centre of the 
zero sticker, cut in half and stick to the brown eyes 
to make the iris. Add a 3mm black dot for the pupil.

Cut a beak from gold stardream paper and fold
lightly along the centre to shape it. Stick in place
using glue at the top and a mini sticky fixer near the
bottom to hold it away.

Cut a little twig from the veneer paper with the
grain going along the twig, stick this into place over
the owl as shown. The long end will be covered by
the veneer paper on the branch later.

Cut a leaf with an open centre from antique green
canvas tracing the shape from the diagram. Stick the
leaf over the twig with the brown showing through 
the slot to make the vein.

Cut a 11mm deep strip of veneer paper for the
branch with the grain going along the strip, and trim
to 102mm long. Use the diagram to mark and cut a
little notch near each end for the wing tips as shown
and stick into place.

The feet are made from the small zero stickers.The
picture below shows which bit of the zero is used
(shown gold) for left side feet and right side feet. Cut
three for each side and add over the branch. If you
cut carefully, you can get two feet from one zero,
both for the same side 
of the bird. 

Make the other two 
colour owls in the 
same way. Open the 
card out and assemble 
the owls onto the two 
panels. Add the word-
ing stickers along the 
leaves to complete.



Something Fishy
By Robin Lynch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Glass Paints: GPP018 Dark Ultramarine, GPP019
Opaque White and GPP029 Turquoise.

Outliner: GPA009 Black and GPA010 Gold.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Glitter Glue: STK023 Purple and STK004 Gold.

Pale Blue Felt Tipped Pen.

Wobbly Eye: ACC035 Mixed Sizes.

Card Mount: SF03U-27 Kaskad Bright Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Fix the acetate over the diagram using a little
masking tape and use the black outliner to trace the
design. Take care not to leave any gaps or the paint
will leak out. If you go wrong, you can remove out-
liner with a cotton bud, clean all traces from that 
area and then redraw the line. Set aside to dry.

Use the glass paint to colour the fish, use a light
dabbing action rather than brushing to help reduce
streaking. Pop the eye in place on the wet paint and
it will hold it once dry. Set this aside to dry.

Use the gold outliner to draw the scales onto the
black section of the body and, once this is dry, add 
a wide band of glitter between the head and body.

Cut a piece of felt to 60mm square and stick onto
the card in the position shown. Use gold outliner to
make a row of dots around the felt, it adds to the
charm if these are a little uneven in position and size.
Add a purple glitter line around the dots. 

Cut out the fish along the outlines once it is com-
pletely dry and stick into place on the felt square.

My greeting is printed onto blue paper directly from
the computer, a peel-off or hand written greeting

would look just as good. 

If you find using the tube
of outliner tricky, try Lumo-
colour (LUM01) pens to
draw your outlines instead;
however, you will need to 
be careful not to overload
the paint as the pen line
won’t be as thick, and
therefore cannot hold so
much paint back.

This version uses Lumo-
colour pen for the outline
and gelly roll glaze pens in
place of paint. The scales
are drawn on with a gelly 
roll glitter pen once the
glaze pen is dry.



Barbara Smith
Designer Profile
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my garden. Over the years one  thing has led to 
another, and I experimented with all sorts of de-
signs and ideas. I have tried my hand at many
types of craftwork for cards, bookmarks, glass 
paperweights, pot-pourri, wax painting etc.

There have been periods when I have been 
unable to follow my crafting hobbies, so then I
wrote novels, short stories and poems. My legs
were paralysed after an attack of Guillane Barré
Syndrome and I was in hospital for several months.
I had to learn to walk again which seemed to take
forever, and then just when I dispensed with my

I am 85 and 
first started 
making cards 
nearly 40 years 
ago.

It began like 
this - I was in 
West Africa, 
where it was 
extremely hot 
and dry, and 
when the wash-
ing was hung 
out, it was dry within minutes and covered with a fine
red dust blown in by the Harmattan wind. I received 
a pressed flower card from my daughter who was 
at a boarding school in England. It was a beautiful
snowdrop, and it immediately brought to mind scenes
of the snow back home and the first sign of spring 
as the snowdrops arrived in my English garden. I 
expect I was being fanciful, but for a few seconds 
I felt much cooler.

I made up my mind there and then to press flowers
when I returned to the UK. My husband made me five

wooden flower
presses and I
started my first
collection of
pressed butter-
cups, lobelia, for-
get-me-nots and
other flowers from
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walking frame, don’t laugh, it wasn’t funny at the
time, I tripped over a manhole cover and broke my
pelvis. I had a brush with non-Hodgkins lymphoma
and had chemotherapy for some weeks, and then
more recently I had a stroke. I think that’s quite
enough to be going on with! 

from your company, and your magazine is always full
of fresh ideas to encourage me to try something new. 

Now that I am “mature” and live alone, I find craft-
work gives me a great deal of pleasure, especially
during the long winter evenings. When my husband
was alive he used to say “it keeps Barbara out of
mischief” - which might well have been so!

I always read ‘Your Letters’ page with interest, 
and somewhile ago enjoyed the “oldies” discussion 
- I think that as long as making cards gives you 
pleasure, it doesn’t matter one bit if they are a tad
old-fashioned, the recipients will surely appreciate
the fact that you took the time and trouble to hand-
craft them. Old-fashioned or not, you deserve a 
gold star.

I think you will find from your records, that I have
subscribed to Craft Creations ever since it started; 
I regularly purchase cards, peel-offs and other items

I find the main drawback to crafting is SPACE - 
or the lack of it. Where to put the cards, envelopes,
quilling paper, peel-offs, paints, flower presses, rub-
ber stamps, coloured pens and crayons, pots of 
glitter, glue, tweezers, scissors, ribbons, beads, silk
threads, shells, rulers, embossing tools, craft knives,
cutting mats - I could go on, but won’t, because any
crafters will know what I’m talking about.
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I brought a huge coffee table with twelve small
drawers in it, to house some of my embellishments. 
I have a holder full of pouches to hang over the back
of a door (in the hope no one will see) and my pouffe
is hollow with a cubby-hole inside to store other bits
and pieces. 

I have pull-out drawers under the beds and there
are overflows in the garage and the spare room, but
the car can still just squeeze in and so can unex-
pected sleep-overs... but for how long?

My house is cluttered and I can’t help it. When 
visitors come I panic, and quickly hide stuff away in
drawers, cupboards, in a box at the top of the stairs,
behind the settee, anywhere out of sight. And then

when they’ve been
wined and dined and
finally depart - can I
find anything? 

No - of course I
can’t!



Pocket Smiles
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Découpage Sheets: DCD513 Tennis and/or
DCD537 Hiking.

Black Card: CRE05CA4 Creative Cover.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL408U-03 Happy Birthday
(tennis only).

7mm Organza Ribbon: MTR14-85 Black.

3mm Satin Ribbon: MTR39-85 Black (tennis only).

Green Eyelets: EYE203.

TEX06CA4 Textura Bright White x 2.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

TENNIS CARD:

Add glue or double sided tape
to the card as shown and fold up
to make the pocket. Press the
main image (layer 1) from the 
découpage sheet and cut into 
two as shown, cutting just to the 

Using découpage sheets, these pocket cards are
great fun to make and receive, with lots of interesting
little touches and moveable bits.

Place the A4 sheet as shown then score and fold 
in half. Unfold again and score a line 48mm from the
bottom of the card. The 48mm strip will be folded up
over the main card to make a pocket. 

The finished card opens out, showing the two pic-
ture panels side by side on the 
outside and is blank inside. 

left of the numbers (3 & 0) on the scoreboard and to
the right of the ball. 

Stick both parts to black card and trim each to
leave a 2mm black border all around. Stick these
onto the right panel about 2mm from the top edge,

and centrally from side to side 
with a 2mm gap between them. 

Cut two pieces of black card to
43mm x 142mm, stick the player
and net from layer 2 to one strip
and stick to the left pocket. 

Punch a hole and add an eyelet
to each corner of the other strip.
Add the organza ribbon, going
from front to back through the top
two holes, bring the ends to the
front at each side and go back 
into the bottom corners from the
front. Stick the ends to the back 
of the panel then stick in place on
the right pocket as shown.

Cut a piece of white card to 35 x
105mm. Press out the crowd from
layer 2 and stick along the bottom
of the white card then cut into
three 35mm wide panels. Stick the
middle crowd panel to the centre
of the black panel on the right
pocket, then add the others either
side leaving 4mm between them.
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Cut a black panel 25 x 40mm and top with a white
panel 21 x 34mm, add the tennis player from layer 3.
Stick this to the top right corner of the left panel and
add a happy birthday sticker to the left corner.

Cut an 85 x 125mm oblong from black card and 
a 60 x 120mm oblong from white card, trimming the
top corners to make a tag. Stick the tag onto the
black card with a very narrow edge of black showing
at the top. Punch a hole through both of them at the
top and add a reinforcing ring if you have one. Add
3mm ribbon through the hole and tie a bow. 

Stick the curved banner across the tag, about
25mm from the top then make a crowd to go along
the bottom of the white tag from the single people of
layer 3 (not shown). Tuck this into the left pocket.

Cut a piece of black card to 55 x 105mm, add a 42
x 65mm white tag to the centre top (I’ve used a cor-
ner rounder for the top of this one). Add the picture
tag from the découpage sheet then punch a hole
through all three, add a green brad and tie with 3mm
ribbon. Tuck the tag into the right pocket.

Use the pub sign from layer 3, cut away the post,
and stick to white card, cut to leave a narrow border
then stick to black card and trim again. Stick onto the
large panel over the original sign. Stick the Father’s
Day banner onto black card, trim to leave a 3mm bor-
der and stick below the ribbon on the right pocket. 

Cut three 28mm squares from layer 2, selecting 
the parts of the image shown (left pocket). Mat onto
white card and trim to leave a 2mm border. Mat onto
black card leaving a 3mm border, stick these along
the left pocket spacing evenly.

Press the ‘drink’ tag from the sheet, mat onto black
card and trim to leave a narrow border around it be-
fore sticking to the top left of the left panel.

Make a tag from white and black card exactly as
for the large tennis tag. Carefully cut the pub sign top
from the ‘ready to ramble’ tag, mat onto black card
and trim to leave a narrow border. 

Stick the rest of the printed tag onto the large tag
as shown then stick the mounted pub sign over the
hole to make it stand out. Make up the rest of the tag
using the dog from layer 4 and the hiker from layer 3,
I’ve used a Father’s Day greeting from DCD538, a
sticker would work just as well if you don’t have this.

All the other pieces are made into ‘lollipops, which
are pushed into the pockets and can be moved
around. For the hikers, cut a strip of black card to
8mm wide and cut three 80mm lengths from this.
Press out the three hikers from layer 4 and stick one
to each black strip, the top of the strip should finish
at about the centre of each chest. 

Cut three more 8mm black strips at 60mm, 70mm
and 80mm and use to make ‘lollipops’ from the two
round panels and the square panel on the sheet.

HIKING CARD:

Place a green eyelet through the front of the right
pocket, 5mm from the top (when folded) and 5mm
from the sides, see photo. Thread the organza ribbon
through from the back and tie in a knot at the front.
Then tape and fold the pocket as before.

Press layer 1 from the découpage sheet and cut
into two as before going between the dog and the
pub sign as shown. Stick both parts to black card
and trim to leave a 2mm black border all around.
Stick these onto the right panel positioning them as
described for the tennis card. 



All Square
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Smooth White Card: REG02A4.

Colorset Card: COL161CA4 Magenta.

Colorset Dotty Paper: CDH161P Magenta/Silver.

Mini Flower Brads: BRD105 Silver.

Birthday Peel Off: XL642U-02 Silver.

2mm Fuchsia Gems: GEM52.

Embroidery Cotton, White and Cerise.

Card Mount: SF06U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

3. Fold each square as follows: Fold diagonally in 
half with the dots inside and unfold.

4. Fold on the other diagonal and unfold.

5. Turn the paper over and fold in half across the 
middle with the dots on the outside.

3 4 5

Cut a piece of the dotty paper to 135mm square,
cutting just outside a line of dots on each edge. Stick
the panel to the front of the card mount.

Cut a panel of white card to 
125mm square and another dotty 
panel at 120mm square, keeping 
the dots central on this panel 
again. Stick this to the white panel 
and then mount centrally onto the 
panel already on the card.

1. Cut four 40mm squares from 
white card and one from magenta 
card. Trace the dot border and 

Diagram 1

Actual Size

centre hole from diagram 1. Place the tracing 
over the squares and prick each hole. To 
save time you can stack two or three squares 
together and prick through more than one at 
a time. Use backstitch to make a border on 
each panel, pink on the white and white on 
the pink.

2. Cut a 20mm 
deep strip of 
dotty paper cut-

ting through the middle 
of the dots at the top 
and bottom edges as shown. Cut the strip at 20mm
intervals, through the dots as shown to make 32
dotty squares. The following diagrams are shown
larger than actual size as the pieces are very small.

2
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VARIATIONS:

6. Unfold the square and fold across the centre the
other way as shown.

7. Unfold back to a square shape. The white lines are
hill folds, and the black are valley folds. 

6

7

8

9

Folded End

10 11

8. Turn the square as shown.

9. Push the two sides in folding along the lines as
shown. The top and bottom diamond shapes will fold
one behind the other, the fold line going from top to
bottom on these diamonds is not used.

Place a flower brad in through the centre of the
flower and push the ends through the centre hole in
one of the white panels, opening the prongs to hold
them in place. Make three more flowers and mount
onto the other three panels in the same way.

Arrange the panels onto the card with the pink, dia-
mond-wise, in the centre and the whites around this.
The pink should be mounted using 2mm deep sticky
fixers and the white panels using 1mm deep fixers.

Add the wording to the pink panel with a peel-off
flower in the middle, then add a fuchsia gem to the
centre of each flower brad and one onto the peel-off
flower to finish.

10. This is the shape resulting from step 9. Once all
the shapes are made you can begin to assemble the
flowers. As you work around the flower, always keep
the folded ends of the shapes to the centre and use a
dab of glue on the inside where they overlap to keep
the pieces together. 

11. Place the first shape as shown with the open
ends at the top and the folded end to the bottom (this
will be the centre of the flower). Tuck the second
shape (shown green) 
into the right hand side 
of the first shape, with 
the back of the (green) 
piece behind the back 
of the first piece. 

12. Add six more sha-
pes to the ring in the 
same way, the last one 
will need to be tucked 
into the first to finish.

12

Easter Design: This design uses Colorset dotty paper
in Easter colours to make daffodils. The small flower
shapes are made from orange dotty paper, but each
square is cut with the dots in the positions shown
below. This just gives a different pattern of dots when
the square is folded, they can be cut as before in-
stead if prefered. The yellow outers 
are made from 40mm squares, again 
keeping the dots away from the edges 
rather than cutting through them.

Blue Design: If you can’t handle such 
tiny, fiddly shapes, or want 
to practice on something 
larger first, this one is made 
from 80mm squares. They 
are folded in just the same 
way from two different blue 
dotty papers. The white 
daisy brad is larger (15mm) 
to match the larger size of 
the flower. 



African Beauty
By Amanda Dray
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Parchment Paper: TR003A4.

Black Card: CRE05CA4 Creative Cover.

White Card: REG02A4.

Mulberry Paper: M23A4 Orange, M16A4 Brown.

Black Ink and Mapping Pen.

Bronze/Copper Gel Pen: CJP09.

White Candle.

Kraft Card: CRC230P.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Place the parchment over the front panel diagram
on the next page and trace the entire design using
black ink. All the folds and lines on the headdress
need to be left white, so trace a black line carefully
along both sides of the white folds and either side of
the single black lines, not on them. The straight bor-
derlines may be better done with the aid of a ruler.

Remove from the diagram and place the work face
down on an embossing mat. Lightly rub a white can-
dle over the white diagonal stripes of the border, the
lady’s earring, and all the beads on the headdress
and necklace. This coating of wax will allow the em-
bossing tool to slide over the paper nicely. Keeping
the work face down, emboss the waxed areas.

Turn the design over and, working on a piece 
of clean white paper, use black ink, felt tip pen or
whichever medium you prefer, to fill in the girl’s face,
headdress and shoulders. Go over all the black lines
on the border to make them bolder. Use a bronze or
copper gel pen to colour the necklace, earring and
the areas shown orange in the border.

Place on a pricking mat, right side up, and prick
around the edge of the design. Then prick all the little
triangles around the picture, shown brown. Prick the
centre of the circle in each corner, also shown brown.
Cut between all the perforations to remove the trian-
gles, the circle centres and the excess around the
edge of the design.

Cut a piece of white card to fit behind the main de-
sign, it needs to stop at the zig-zag border so it does
not show through the cut triangles. Stick in place be-
hind the design. Score the sheet of kraft card exactly
in the centre and fold to make the card mount. Cut a
piece of black card to 140mm x 200mm and stick
centrally onto the card mount.

Take the brown A4 mulberry paper and place a
ruler at 5mm in from any edge. Use the paintbrush
dipped in water to mark a wet line along the ruler,
then carefully pull the paper apart along the wet line.
Place the ruler along an adjacent edge at 5mm in
then mark and tear as before. 

This panel (excluding the fluffy edges) needs to be
the same size as the parchment panel, so measure
across from just inside the fluffy edges to 120mm x
180mm marking with water and tearing as before.
Stick the mulberry panel behind the work so just the
fluffy edges are showing.

The orange mulberry is worked in the same way to
make a 130mm x 190mm panel (excluding the fluffy
edges). Stick onto the black panel on the card and
stick the parchment work panel on top to finish.

BOOKMARK:

This gift bookmark is presented in a plastic sleeve
to protect the work as it is being used. 

Make the parchment in the same way, following 
the same sequence, as the main design. 
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Actual Size

Divide the longer end into three bunches, and plait
them together for about 18cm, tie a little cotton
around this to stop the plait coming undone. Thread
two large wooden beads onto the plait and tie a knot
at the cotton. Slide the beads so you have one by
each of the knots with the rest of the plait between. 

Find the centre of the plait, push a loop through
the hole of the sleeve, tuck both ends through the
loop and pull tight.

Find the strands of black cotton within the tassel,
and thread copper seed beads on each until they are
almost full, add a larger copper bead and then a cou-
ple more small ones and tie a knot in the end to stop
the beads coming off. A little blob of UHU will make
them more secure. Trim the ends of any longer
threads or fibres to neaten if necessary.

Back just the centre strip of parch-
ment with white card. Cut a piece of 
kraft card to 52mm x 202mm for the 
bookmark base, layer the orange 
and brown mulberry paper with the 
work in the same way as before.

Slip the bookmark into the plastic 
sleeve and add a copper eyelet to 
the top of the sleeve to give extra 
strength to the hole.

Take 4 lengths of strong black cot-
ton and various brown texture yarns
and fibres, anything you have in the
right sort of colours, all about 45cm
long. Bundle them all together and tie 
a knot about 12cm from one end.



Pirate Party Games
By Alison Barrow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Pirate Items: CDT007P Die-cuts, 
CIM502A Stickers and CB038P Borders.

Card: CEM02A4 Hammer Cream and 
CEM04A4 Linen Cream.

Paper: CRE05PA4 Creative Cover Black.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL562U-03 Numbers, XL500U-
03 Lines and XL408U-01 Happy Birthday.

Yellow and Dull Red Ink Pads and Stipple Brush.

Brads: BRD165 Round Primary Colours.

Paper Punch: PPW607 35mm Circle.

Card Mount DF01U-46 Hammer Cream.

stamp pad, onto the card through the two holes. First
use a light coating of yellow ink then cover with a
light coating of red. Use one brush for each colour so
you don’t have to keep cleaning them. The coloured
squares will be a few millimetres away from the fold
lines at the sides, this is correct to allow for the
sticker borders to be added later. 

Turn the stencil around so the holes are towards
the right instead of the left. Reposition it above the
painted row, keep it horizontal, and place the centre

1. Make a template for the chequerboard squares
from a piece of tracing paper or acetate, carefully
measure and cut the two holes as shown. Mark the
position of the others by the black dotted lines, and
mark the centre using the red lines. 

Place the card, hammer embossed side up and
opened out flat. Make a light mark along the bottom
edge to show the centre of the centre panel. Place
your template onto the card aligning the lower edges
so the holes are 1cm from the bottom. 

The centre mark (red line) should be exactly on
your centre line. Hold the stencil in place with mask-
ing tape and use brushes to stipple the ink from the

Both of these cards are perfect for youngsters, 
one has a little game ‘planks and pirates’ based on
snakes and ladders, just have some gold chocolate
coins handy for the winner. The other card is simpler
to make and has chocolate coins inside the card as
the treasure, so it is sure to please.

Diagram 1 - Actual Size
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Use dark wood pattern waste (from the edge of 
the border sheet) along the gap each side of the 
centre panel placing them as shown, note that the
one to the right is shorter to match the shorter grid 
on the right hand panel. 

Stick a black peel-off border along the top of the
three rows of squares on the right hand panel and 
another down the right hand edge of the squares.
Add the numbers to the squares and all the different
pirate stickers and die-cuts to the grid as shown in-
cluding the ‘planks to walk’. Add the cutlasses to 
the centre above the board.

Centre Panel Right Panel

2 & 3. Punch one black and two linen cream circles
using the 35mm punch. Colour the faces with the red
pad, only very lightly to give a slightly tanned, seafar-
ing look, adding a little more colour on the cheeks.
Pirate 2: Colour the edge of the circle with the red
pad and draw a mouth using a black pen keeping to
the shape of the circle as shown. The eyes are the 

2

Actual Size

3

mark against the left edge of the right hand square
already on the card. The two template holes 
should be touching the top corners of the 
painted squares below to make the grid pattern. 
Paint as before then work two more rows in the 
same way.

On the left hand panel (main photo), trim the 
panel to 145mm wide then make the chequer-
board in the same way, keeping the pattern cor-
rect with the centre panel, align the coloured 
squares to the fold this time, leaving any excess 
card to the left. 

On the right hand panel (below right), work just 
three rows of squares this time, align them to the 
fold and continue the pattern from the centre panel.

Add the border stickers shown along the top and
bottom edges of the grid on each panel (see photos)
cutting them at the folds to prevent them lifting when
the card is folded. Add the borders along the top
edge of the card panels in the same way. 
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inside waste from two letter Qs. Pirate 3: Use a small
punch or cut small circles for the nose and ears,
colour them in the same way and add to the face 
as shown. Re-punch over the black circle to make 
a crescent for the beard and stick in place. Make the
earring from a gold peel-off ‘O’, make a cut across it
and stick one end to the top of the ear, tuck the other
end under it. Cut an eye patch from black paper and
use a narrow black sticker for the elastic. The eye is
the centre from a number sticker and the mouth is
cut from an ‘O’.

4

6

7

8

9

4. At square 36, mark 5mm in from the edge 
of the painted oblong on all sides and carefully
cut the centre out (see the red box). Keep the
cut out piece to use as a template later. Cut a
50mm long slot (see the green line) centring it
on the top row of the grid and at about 7mm to
the right of the ‘set sail’ square (number 24). 

5. Cut the tab from hammer card and cut the 
little slot shown. Colour the strip as shown, the
area outlined at the ‘T’ end is where the ‘X
Marks The Spot’ sticker will sit (later). 

Feed the rounded end of the tab through the
slot on the card from the back to the front (see
the outline on 4). Now pull it through until 
the ‘T’ end stops it, and place sticky fixers 
on the rounded end (see 5). Cut a small 
slot in the centre of the ship’s 
wheel die cut and push a brown 

brad through the slot. Remove the backing from the
pads and push the brad prongs through the slot on
the tab, align the wheel as you lower it onto the tab
and open the prongs at the back of the tab.

Push the slider back to the left until the wheel
stops it (position shown on 4) and carefully stick a
small ‘X marks the spot’ sticker though the hole and
onto the end of the tab.

Cut a piece of hammer card to 140mm x 180mm
and stick lightly (using masking tape) to the back of
the centre panel, placing it about 2mm down from 
the top and centrally from side to side. Turn the card
face up again, and cut a small slot into the ‘O’ of both
‘spots’ on the top border of the centre panel (see ar-
rows, on 4), going through the backing card too. Pull 

the slider tab to the right to expose the 
backing card and lightly mark the 

position of the aperture onto it.

6. Remove the backing card
and work on it as follows.
‘A’ on the diagram is the
marked box, draw a box
around ‘A’ at about 1cm out
(B). Erase the original box
‘A’ and colour in ‘B’ as you
did for the squares. Stick a
small treasure chest sticker
‘C’ into the exact centre of
the box on the card. Stick
double sided tape around
the edges of this panel as
shown, avoiding the two
slots at the top edge. Add
another strip across the
card about one third of the
way up as shown, and leave
the panel aside for later.

7. Cut a piece of ham-
mer card to 110mm
wide x 90mm deep. 

5 - Actual Size
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TREASURE CARD:

Use the little cut out piece of card saved earlier as a
template to trace around and cut out the window ‘D’
at 27mm from the top and 25mm from the left edge.
Stick double sided tape along the edges of this panel
as shown (E), placing the top piece as close to the
top edge as possible. 

8. With the centre panel of the card face down in
front of you, slide the tab ‘F’ to the left as shown, just
enough to expose the window will do. Peel the back-
ing from the tape on the piece of card (7) and turn it
over, align the window ‘D’ over the window on the
card and press into place. Make sure the top edge
does not cover the slots ‘G’, and the ‘T’ end of the
tab does not get stuck to it either.

9. Slide the tab back into position, so the image is
centred in the window (when looking from the front).
Place sticky fixers around the window on the back 
of the piece of card (H), leave the backing on as they
are just used as spacers, not for sticking anything. 

Push an orange brad through each slot in the 
centre panel border, from the front to the back, 
leave the prongs sticking out straight. Remove the
backing paper from the tape on the card panel (6)
kept aside from earlier, and turn it so the sticky side
faces the back of the centre panel. Push the brads
through the slots and press to stick before opening
them out. Turn the card over and now, when you 
slide the tab, the treasure chest will show through 
the opening.

Fold the card in a zig zag style, the front panel will
be narrower (as it was trimmed earlier), leaving a gap
along the left edge. While the card is folded, stick a
piece of wood border sticker along the edge of the
panel below. 

Make a greetings panel for the back of the card.
Tear a rough panel of creative paper about 100mm
square. Add an ‘x’ in each corner and a happy birth-
day sticker in the middle and stick in place.

B - Actual Size

This card is much simpler to make and is ideal for 
using up some of the bits left over from the first card. 
You will need a DF08U-46 card mount. 

A. Cut a 30mm wide x 40mm deep aperture into the 
middle panel of the card, in the position shown. Cut a 
50mm long slit 65mm from the right hand edge. 

Fold the card and mark the position of the aperture 
onto the panel behind. Unfold and add a medium treas-
ure chest sticker over the marked shape making sure 
it is the right way up when folded behind the aperture.

B. Cut a tab from the diagram, this one is a slightly different size and shape 
to the one on the main card. 

Colour the middle panel of the card mount using the photo to guide you. 
Use the yellow first across most of the panel, but keeping it a little patchy, 
while you are using the yellow, colour the front of the tab as well. Use the dull 
red along the top and bottom of the card mount, and in just a few places as 
shown to give it a lovely ‘treasure map’ look.

Slip the tab into the card as before, slide it to the right and add the
wheel using fixer pads as shown. Slide it back into the closed position
(see main photo above) and stick a medium ‘X marks the spot’ sticker
into place.

Make a panel 80 x 155mm to go behind the aperture on the card as in step
7. Place it on the back of the middle panel at about 10mm from the right hand
end and mark the position of the aperture. Cut it out, add the double sided
tape as in step 7, then follow instruction 8 to add this piece to the back of the
middle panel on the card. Make a box from sticky fixers as in step 9. 

Add a couple of gold coins into the box, so they show when the slider is
pulled, and stick the flap closed
behind them. 

Decorate the front of the card
with pirate borders, stickers and
die-cuts as shown. Cut a small
oval from brown card and add 
a peel-off number to match 
the child’s age.

A



Fire Engine Fun
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold the card and glue the panel behind the aper-
ture closed, the extra panel is just for stiffness and
the aperture is not used. Cut a piece of aquamarine
card to 110 x 270mm and stick to the top of the front
panel. Cut a piece of silver stardream to fit below
this, covering the rest of the card. 

Cut two more pieces of silver to the width of the
card, one 45mm deep, and the other 12mm deep.
Mark the paving slabs onto the deeper piece using 
a ruler and embossing tool. Mark the pavement lines

going from top to bottom of the
strip at 27mm intervals then,
starting with the second sect-
ion from the left, mark horizon-
tally across every other slab at 
20mm from the bottom edge 
as shown (left). 

Mark lines along the kerb piece starting 15mm
from the left, then at 30mm intervals, leaving a 15mm
piece at the end to match the start. Stick the paving
into place at the bottom of the card and the kerb 
over this piece aligning the top edges.

Cut a piece of copper card to 75 x 270mm wide
and emboss lines from top to bottom across this at
10mm intervals to make the planks of the fence. Trim
the top of each plank into a neat point, then stick into
place with the bottom edge 70mm from the bottom
of the card. Cut two rails from copper card 15mm
deep x 270mm long and stick one along the very bot-
tom edge of the fence and one about 10mm down
from the top.

Add a few clouds, if desired, I used correction fluid
for mine which works quite well as it’s nicely translu-
cent, you could use white paint for a similar effect.

Trace the big red fire engine piece, the red strut
and the driver’s door. Transfer these to the red as-
tralux card and cut out. Stick the door onto the cab 
in the position shown. Keep the strut aside for later.

Cut the cab window from acetate using the dark
red line. Stick the acetate in place behind the open-
ing. Cut the seat, steering wheel and steering column
from black astralux card. 

Stick the steering wheel onto the column (see main
photo) then add a piece of double sided tape to just
the bottom edge where it goes behind the cab and
stick in place behind the acetate. Do the same with
the driver’s seat using tape just along the edges that
will be hidden behind the cab.

Stick the red strut (saved earlier) into place behind
the window using tape at the top and a sticky fixer at
the bottom behind the steering wheel.

This is a truly special card for any
youngster that is mad about fire 
engines. Some of the peel-offs on
the list are just for little pieces, or
waste pieces, you may already
have sheets with little pieces that
will do just as well.

Centura Card: CNT116C Black.

Stardream Card: STD01CA4 
Silver, STD05CA4 Copper and 
STD12CA4 Aquamarine.

Astralux Gloss Card: CH025A4 
Red and CH009A5 Black.

Mirri Card: MIR02A5 Silver and MIR08A5 Blue.

Scrap of Pale Yellow and White Card.

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Borders, XL023U-02
Alphabet, XL516U-02 Numbers, XL563U-02 & -08
Upper Case and XL564U-02 Lower Case Alpha-
bets, XL433U-02 Golf Balls, XL742U-02 Tools,
XL180U-02 Gifts and XL086U-02 Rings.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Fimo: FIM89 Light Flesh, FIM45 Black, FIM04
Lemon, FIM88 Silver, FIM36 Caramel and FIM10
Pacific Blue.

Peel-Off Pens: LUM01.

Card Mount: JA01U-45 Hammer White.
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Actual Size

Actual Size

FIREMAN AND HOSES:

Use this fireman picture to make a fimo model if you want to 
include him. Make the coiled hose on the engine from grey fimo
rolled to 4mm in diameter and a black nozzle. You will also need 
to make a long, wriggly hose, bend it to shape with the fireman in
position so the end will be in the right place to fit under the cover.
Trace and cut a spray of water to tuck into the end of the hose.

grey and use black for the nozzle. Sticky fix the hose reel onto the
engine and add the four peel-off sticker pieces. 

Cut the pieces, shown deep 
pink, from stardream silver, em-
boss lines across the shutters 
as shown and stick them 
in place. Use sticky fixers 
to stick the water tank be-
hind the slope at the rear 
of the engine in the position 
shown. Add straight borders 
along the edges of the fire 
engine and cab using the 
main photo for guidance.

Cut the tyres from centura 
black, the light from blue mirri 
and all the pieces shown light 
grey from silver mirri card. Make 
the marks around the tyres as 
shown then assemble the wheels 
using golf ball stickers in the cen-
tre. Glue the top of the hose cover 
in place and leave the bottom free.

The pieces shown green are some 
of the stickers (for positioning), add 
these and the rest of the sticker pieces 
using the main photo for guidance.

Sticky fix the engine onto the card, 
then cut three coloured balloons and 
add them along the top of the card. Make 
a street sign from white card and stickers, 
matt onto black card then sticky fix into 
place. Colour in the birthday letters and 
add them to the pavement. Add dots for 
screws along the fence.

The fireman, hose and hose reel are made 
from fimo, the card can be made without the
fireman, and the hose reel can be cut from card 
by tracing from the diagram. Colour the hose in 



Beep Beep Birthday
By Mary Nicholls
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Card: CRC229P Brown Kraft.

Creative Papers: SR256P Antique Red Canvas,
SR257P Antique Green Canvas, SR263P White
Dots/Pale Brown, SR265P Pastel Brown Stripes.

Creative Border: CB039P Road Markings.

Creative Duo Paper: CDP015S Dots/Tex Grey.

Creative Die Cut Banners: CDX018P Birthday Mix.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

      Cut the kraft card to 290mm x 144mm. Score a line
down the middle and fold to make a card blank.

Trace the car, bumper and grass from the diagram
and transfer onto the different creative papers. Cut
out using a craft knife or scissors.

Use a black pen or marker pen to draw small
dashes around the windows and around the bum-

per to give them 
a pretty ‘stitched’
look.

Cut a piece of
red canvas for the
car windows, I’ve
included the line 
so you can trace it
if you like.

Stick this behind the win-
dow openings. Sticky fix 
the bumper piece onto 
the bottom of the car.

Stick a strip of 
the chevron border 
across the card 
10mm from the 
bottom then 
add the 
grass 
above it 
with no 
gap be-
tween 
them. 

Trim the ends of both to the card edges and add
stitches to the grass as before.

Cut a 100mm length of the black and white border
for the pole and stick this onto the card as shown 
approx 20mm from the left hand edge of the card.
Sticky fix the car onto the card and add two bottle-
top banners for the wheels using sticky fixers.

Cut a 30mm circle from green canvas and a 35mm
circle from grey duo paper. Draw a stitch line around 

the green circle. Layer together and add 
the HB2U banner using sticky fixers. 

Stick to the top of the pole with 
sticky fixers to finish.

If you want to make a 
card for a little girl, try 
using shades of pink 

and adding a bow. 

The birthday girl 
banner is on the 
same mixed sheet. 
Also used are: 
SR193P Dots, 
SR134P Gingham, 
SR288P Pale 

Pink and 
CDP001S 
Duo Pink. 
The ging-
ham bow 
is BOW-
07-03.Actual Size



60th Birthday
By Margret McQuillan
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STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 27 Count Linda Evenweave LF27SM01.

Stitch Count: Width 38 X Depth 38.

Card Mount: HG03U-44 Creative Linen Cream.

FM06U-44 Linen Cream Insert Slip.

Stranded Cotton: Deep Pink, Dusky Pink and Green.

1. Bring the needle through, curve the thread as shown
and slip the point of the needle under the curve. 
2. Loosely wrap the thread once around the needle,
crossing the first thread as shown. 
3. Pull the long thread so the knot tightens around the
needle as shown. 
4. Still lightly pulling on the thread to keep the tension in
the knot, draw the needle back so it is almost out, then

1 2

3

4

The design is shown mounted behind a cream
slip frame, on a large card covered with shaded
paper (SR118P) and decorated with pink roses
(FLW34-33). It can be simply mounted into an
AP73E aperture card if preferred.

Stich the design using the diagram below. Use two
strands for the cross stitch (worked over two threads),
flowers and leaves, and one strand for the flourishes.
Use colonial knots for the flowers (shown below) and
lazy daisy stitches for the leaves. 

push it back through the fabric close to where it
originally came through. 



Vintage Birds
By Christine Robinson
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TO MAKE THE BLUE CARD:

Tear a long strip of the blue canvas paper so it’s
roughly 30mm wide. Tear a piece of the bird picture
paper to roughly 100mm x 135mm. 

Tearing the paper gives it a lovely soft look, but it
can be tricky to get it straight enough freehand, so
place a ruler on the paper and tear along it. Tearing
quickly will give you a fairly smooth edge, and tearing
slowly will give a slightly rougher look. If the paper is
‘printed side up’ when you tear, the edge under the
ruler will show a little of the white paper backing on
the torn edge, so make this the piece you keep.

Stain the edge of each piece using the caramel
Flexmarker. Position the bird paper on the left side of
the folded card, wrapping about 30mm around to the
back and stick in place. 

Stick the blue strip onto the card overlapping the
bird paper by about 10mm. Trim the top and bottom
edges of the strip to the card edges.

The frames around the fancy square die-cut pan-
els (CDD) make perfect templates for marking the
shapes onto different papers, press one of each of
the largest three sizes of panel from the sheet, and
put them aside to use in another project. Use the
frame to mark a large fancy square onto light kraft, 
a medium onto text paper and a small onto blue 

canvas. Cut out the panels and stain the edges of
each, as before, then layer these together.

Cut a small slit in the left side of the card about 
half way along the fold. Tie a piece of organza ribbon
through the slit to form a bow to the left side of the
card. Stick the layered panels onto the card over the
ribbon in the position shown.

Cover a piece of scrap card with the bird text pa-
per transfer the bird shape onto it and cut out. This 
is where the flexmarkers come in very handy, colour
the bird using the dove grey marker and edge lightly
with the caramel marker. 

Punch a small hole in the top centre of the bird
where shown, tie the sand coloured texture ribbon
through and trim the ends if needed. Attach the bird
with sticky fixers to the centre of the panel.

Punch five small flowers from the text paper then
colour an area of the text using dove grey and punch
five medium retro flowers. Use a hole punch to make

Actual Size

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

This combination of vintage bird papers, beautiful
banners and Flexmarker pens make lovely designs in
pretty pastel colours that are absolutely in keeping
with the vintage look.

Creative Papers: SR228P Light Brown Kraft,
SR258P Antique Blue Canvas, SR303P Vintage
Bird Text and SR304P Vintage Bird Pictures.

Die-Cuts: CDX018P Birthday Mix Banners and
CDD201S Shaped Panels.

15mm Organza Ribbon: MTR10-72 Champagne.

12mm Texture Ribbon: MTR20-71 Sand.

Flexmarker Pens: FXO345 Saddle Brown, 
FXO727 Caramel and FXC919 Dove Grey.

Paper Punches: PPEKM130C Medium Retro
Flower and PPEKP92C Flower Power.

Scrap Card, Any Colour.

Single Fold Card Blank: SF06U-56 Recycled Ivory.
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EXTRA MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR256P Antique Red Canvas.

20mm Lace Ribbon: LACE02-02 Ivory.

Large Ribbon Bow: BOW71-02 Cream.

3mm Gems: GEM69 Pearl Ivory.

Flexmarkers: FXY417 Buttercup, FXR519 Pale
Pink and FXO739 Saffron.

Single Fold Card Blank: SF06U-56 Recycled Ivory.

the centres from kraft paper. Edge each piece with
the caramel marker and gently shape each petal with
the end of your tweezers. 

Layer the small and medium flowers together with
glue in the centre only, offsetting the petals, then
sticky fix a kraft dot on top of each. 

Stick onto the card in the positions shown. Colour
in the message banner using all three flexmarkers
and stick to the side of the panel to finish.

Actual Size

TO MAKE THE RED CARD:

Tear a square of text paper 130mm x 130mm and
stain the edges using the caramel marker. Stick onto
the front of the card.

Tie the lace ribbon around the front of the card to-
wards the open end as shown and tie a knot at the
bottom, trimming the ends if needed.

Cut a square of red paper 120mm x 120mm and
stain the edges as before. Stick in the centre of the
text panel over 
the ribbon. 

Trace and cut out the bird cage top, base and
cross bar from kraft paper then stain the edges of
each piece using the caramel marker. Stick the cross
bar to the back of the cage in the position shown
then attach the base of the cage to the red panel in
the position shown, using sticky fixer pads all down
the middle and tape or glue at the sides. 

Stick the top of the cage in place overlapping as
shown in the diagram again using sticky fixer pads in
the middle and glue or tape at the sides. Tie a small
piece of lace ribbon and stick to the top of the cage.

Colour some of the text paper using the pastel
flexmarkers and punch four medium flowers, four
small flowers and four small circles in the colours
shown. Stain the edges with the caramel then shape
and layer the flowers as before. Lightly colour the
message tag in caramel and add a half pearl to the
top right as shown. Sticky fix the tag and flowers
onto the card.

Use the text paper (uncoloured) to make a bird
using the diagram as for the first card. Stick onto the
cage with a sticky fixer, add a bow and pearl to finish.

Right: In this version the background is a piece of
brown colorset card 
(COL153C), which 
gives a greater con-
trast to the finished 
design. The text 
paper is torn into 
overlapping strips 
so the words go 
around the edge of 
the card. These are 
placed above the 
panel to show the 
torn edges. 



Poppy Fields
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers & Die-Cuts: SR252P Old Veneer, 
SR305P, SR306P and CDT016P Poppies.

Card: STD20CA4 Antique Gold, COL151CA4
Sandstone, COL152CA4 Suede, CRE04CA4 
Dark Brown.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL648U-01 Happy Birthday, 
XL722U-01 Wishing You and XL500U-01 Lines.

Ink Pad: STP157 Cocoa.

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-20 Red.

Card Mount: SF01U-14 Dark Brown.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Press out the large poppy panel and roughly cut
the edges to remove the borders and soften the
shape. Use a brown stamp pad to stain the edges.

Roughly cut the backing card pieces as described
below to give them soft, wobbly edges like the panel
(see the main photo). Cut the veneer paper to about

70mm x 150mm then tear across the bottom to make
the panel about 140mm deep. Colour the edges with
the brown pad and drag the pad lightly over the torn
end to make the more intense brown effect shown.
Add three panels behind this in shades of brown with
inked edges, each one a few millimetres larger than
the previous one. 

Cut a panel of Antique Gold to 10mm wider and
20mm longer than your largest brown panel. Stick 
the gold panel to the left side of the card then add 
a poppy border across the card about 20mm from
the bottom of the gold panel. Add gold sticker lines
along the top and bottom of the border. 

Stick the poppy ‘block’ onto the gold panel on 
the card and add a red bow below. Add the birthday
message to the right-hand side.

Double Front Card: DF01U-43. Score and fold
both end panels back in half. Stick the poppy field
piece onto the back panel so it is only revealed once
the card is opened. Cut two large poppies from the
poppy sheet, one is just as it comes, the other has 
to be made up from a couple of bits! Carefully cut 
out the centre of each poppy (to leave a hole) before
sticking it on the panel. Use a second image to layer

There are few more pleasing sights than a summer
meadow scattered with poppies, or poppies along
the hedgerows and edges of wheat fields. These 
gorgeous paintings by Cee Biscoe really capture 
that feel and will make lovely summer cards, with
beautiful bright panels and softly printed papers.
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the flowers, leaves and buds using silicone. Add the
bit cut out from the first layer on top of that - three
layers for the price of two. The butterflies wings are
stuck onto some of the waste poppy colour and are
stuck, by their middles, with silicone under the wings.

Stepper Card: ST02U-23. Cut a piece of deep
green card (CRE06CA5) to 140mm wide x 150mm
deep. Use this to extend the back ‘step’ of the card,
sticking it just above the fold line. Then with the card
folded, trim the top edge so it lines up with the taller
right hand side of the card. 

Cut a 135mm wide strip down the left side of the
poppy paper, trim the top off so there is about 3cm 
of sky above the hedge at the left. Now measure
140mm down the strip and cut across, stick this
panel centrally onto the green panel on the card.

Take the remainder of the strip and trim as follows.
Cut the bottom off about 5mm below the lowest
poppy (discard this piece). Measure 40mm up and
trim again, this piece will cover the front step. Meas-
ure 70mm up and trim, this will cover the middle step.

Cut around the tops of the three poppies on the
front piece, see photo, stick onto the step, folding
over so the poppies stand up. Do the same with the
four poppies on the middle piece and stick in place
folding over as before. 

Matt the large poppy onto bright yellow card and
mount onto the tall panel. Use yellow, green and red
card behind the bottletop banner and stick onto the
card in the position shown.

Red Card: HG03U-49. Cut a strip of black card to
25 x 195mm and stick down the card 5mm from the
fold line. Add gold borders (XL500U-01) about 2mm
in from the left edge and along the right hand edge.

Cut a 170mm wide x 185mm piece of the poppy
field paper from the bottom right of the sheet. To 
lift the large poppy flowers and bud from the paper,
carefully cut around them going from the stem, up
around the top and back to the stem, leave the stems

uncut. 

You don’t want the poppies to lift at the edge of 
the panel, so leave about 8mm uncut at the edges. 

Place this face down and glue or tape the back 
of the paper around, not on, the flowers, and around 
the edge of the panel then stick in place on the card. 

Gently lift the flowers and bud, and tuck sticky 
fixers behind them, be sure to keep them away from 
the edges so they are out of sight and do not place
any fixers where the black ‘book’ tag is going to fit
later. The red backing of the card mount will appear
like a pretty shadow behind the flowers.

Make a 63 x 74mm black panel to fit in the top 
corner, then cut a red and a further black panel, each
6mm smaller than the last. Stick them together, 
add the wording (XL775U-01) and a spiral border
(XL781U-01) before tucking into place behind the
flowers with glue or tape at the bottom and sticky 
fixers at the top. Add a medium black border on 
three sides of the poppy panel (XL500U-03) and a
spiral border along the left edge.

Front Fold Card: SF01U-23. Score and fold the
front panel back on itself and cover the back panel
with the right hand side of the poppy sheet, cutting
a little above the top of the right hand hedge. 

I really liked the idea
of words floating through
the flowers in the field,
they are all individual sil-
ver letters (XL603U and
XL667U), coloured using
Lumocolor pens. Colour
these while they are still
on the sticker sheet.

Add a white card pan-
el to the front of the
card, and stick a large
poppy panel in place
with a row of five red
gems above it and a
piece of the poppy 
border below.



Readers’ Gallery
Inspiration From Our Readers
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Right: Shirley Perry, Essex.
A découpage lamb design, mounted on
an inked, textured card with a metallic
card pond and découpage swans.

Above Right: 
Maureen Wadeson, Kincardineshire.
A happy birthday card divided into
quarters with pyramid découpage 
designs in two corners and smaller 
bird motifs in the others.

Below: Barbara Beeforth, N. Yorkshire.
To make this card I used some anem-
one peel-off stickers coloured with 
Promarkers, alongside peel-off sticker
words, borders and a gold ribbon.

Right: Ruth Hopwood, Cheshire.
This card features a floral design
stitched onto a white card panel with 
a small vertical peel-off sticker down 
the side.

Right: Joan Poynton, Manchester.
A découpage Harrier jet design,
mounted on a cloudy sky creative
paper with a printed caption.

Below: Irene Heseltine, Midlothian.
A simple découpage design mounted
onto a lilac card panel. Finished with
glitter glue and peel-off sticker borders.

Right: Kate Earle, East Yorkshire.
A modified double-fold card with cre-
ative paper panels, a hand-cut apron
with bakers twine and a barbecue. The
lid of the barbecue lifts up to reveal a
hidden message inside.
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Above: Gail Tasker, Norway.
The front of this card is covered by a creative card panel,
while the panels and banners are from a die-cut topper
and a die-cut découpage sheet respectively.

Below: Mary Berry, Cleveland.
A simple card for a 25th wedding 
anniversary which has been covered
with two types of backing paper and
finished with mounted creative images.

Left: Joan Bowman, Australia.
A layered panel design featuring peel-
off sticker dolphins. I punched out the
corners of panels and twisted threads
into them to create a border effect.

Left: Susan Wynne, Cheshire.
For this card I attached applique letters to a blue card
panel and added a range of decorations including an 
assortment of buttons, rufflette curtain tape and three
coloured-head pins.

Left: Peggy Pickering, Surrey.
A pyramid découpage card featuring an image I painted
myself. Matted onto a metallic gold panel and finished
with matching gold peel-off stickers.

Above: Lynn Levin, Wiltshire.
A pretty springtime card with a
cutaway front and découpage
design. Finished with flower
motifs and small gems.

Right: Joan Marshall, Devon.
An embroidered bluebell design edged with a decorative
paper border.
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Above: Francoise Kemp, East Sussex.
A rubber stamped bird and music image on an
ink shaded panel with a scrapbook paper back-
ground and a colourful bow in one corner.

Below Right: Glenda Davis, East Sussex.
I cut out a window and stuck bows on a ribbon
going vertically down it. The leaves were incor-
porated into the embroidered stem of the flow-
ers which were punched from Centura Pearl
papers and adorned with gems.

Above: Doris Thorne, London.
To make this card I put the peel-off sticker onto
yellow parchment and coloured the flowers, hills
and the buds on the tree. Finally I added some
pretty butterflies, and a small flower to hide the
join in the trim.

Right: Patricia Terry, Worcestershire.
A printed rabbit image, displayed in a folded
back frame, the folds are pinned with brads. The
card is bordered with peel-off stickers and the
flowers are punched paper with gem centres.

Left: 
Eva-Maria Callaghan, Essex.
Silver flower decorations with
gem centres, mounted on a
background of holographic
card and sequin waste.

Left: Mrs K. Cooke, Nottinghamshire.
I mounted flower topper on metallic silver pan-
els, then stuck these on the card at an angle,
with a ribbon and peel-off sticker background.

Above: Mareth Allison, 
Renfrewshire.
A Springtime themed easel card made with dé-
coupage primroses, die-cut gold and lilac card,
and stick-on jewels.
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Crafting Essentials
Basic Tools And Supplies 

CUTTING MATS
CM001 A3 Cutting Mat: Great for larger projects.
CM002 A4 Cutting Mat: Perfect for most cardmaking projects.
CRAFT KNIVES & BLADES
KNI01 Hobby knife & blades: General purpose, with blade.
KNI20 Spare blades for KNI01 - Good for découpage.
KNI15 Olfa mini touch-knife: Self retracting blade for safety.
KNI21 Fiskars craft knife: Has a soft comfort grip.
KNI22 Spare blades for KNI21 & KNI23.
KNI23 Fiskars finger knife: Special design with a finger hole.
KNI24 Fiskars swivel knife: As above, but with a swivel blade.
KNI25 Spare blades for KNI24.
TRM1630 Fiskars paper cutter & ribbon curler: A handy gadget.
EMBOSSING TOOLS
SBT101 Embossing stylus: Pack of 2 double ended tools.
HOT03 Embossing heater: For rubber stamping heat embossing.
HOT02 Dual speed heat gun: As above, but with two speeds. 
GLUE DOTS AND HOOK & LOOP
ADH28 Glue dots, Didi enthusiast pack.
ADH29 Glue dots, Mini enthusiast pack.
ADH30 Glue dots, Craft enthusiast pack.
ADH31 Glue dots, Craft & mini dots.
ADH34 Glue dots, Hook & loop, white.
ADH35 Hook & loop dots, black.
ADH36 Hook & loop dots, white.
GLUES & ADHESIVES
ADH01 UHU clear adhesive: Black top - Good general purpose
adhesive, spirit based so it won’t distort your work. Great for
sticking difficult items like gems, fabrics etc. Tends to form
‘strings’ of glue as the nozzle is pulled away, so care is needed.
ADH07 UHU glue stick: General purpose glue stick.
ADH09 Glue gun & 3 glue sticks: For craft use 240v.
ADH10 Glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH12 Coloured glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH15 UHU power spray adhesive: General purpose, you will
need to protect the area around the items to be sprayed.
ADH19 Dries clear adhesive: Good for sticking glitter to acetate
sheets, and for seed beads.
ADH37 UHU extra all purpose adhesive: Similar to ADH01, but in
a thickish, non-stringing gel.
ADH41 Collall silicone adhesive kit 80ml: Odourless silicone glue
with a plastic key for squeezing and a syringe style applicator.
ADH40 Sakura quickie glue pen.
ADH45 Collall silicone adhesive - odourless - 80ml tube.
ADH46 Collall photoglue - 250ml tin.
ADH47 Collall photoglue tube - 50ml tube.
ADH48 Collall sticky glue - 50ml bottle.
ADH49 Collall glue stick xtra power - 40ml tube.
ADH50 Collall varnish glue, brushable, slightly glossy - 50ml jar.
ADH51 Collall varnish glue, brushable, slightly mat - 50ml jar.
SG001 Silicone adhesive, 25ml: Original style silicone glue.
SG002 Silicone adhesive, 50ml Original style silicone glue.
PVA01 Craft adhesive, 125ml: Good general purpose glue. Use
sparingly, particularly on card and paper as it is water based.
PENCILS
WRI21 HB Pencil.
WRI22 H Pencil.
WRI23 2H Pencil.
WRI24 B Pencil.
WRI25 2B Pencil.
WRI26 Set of 6 sketching pencils: B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B & 6B.
PENS – FOR PEEL-OFF STICKERS
LUM01 Lumocolor Pens: Lovely pens - great results.

PENS
WRI62 Metallic marker: 5.0mm, gold.
WRI63 Metallic marker: 5.0mm, silver.
WRI64 Metallic marker: 1.8mm, white.
WRI65 Fine line black pigment ink pen -  0.5mm.
WRI66 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 2 gold/silver, apprx. 2mm.
WRI67 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 5 gold, silver, pink, blue
and green - approx. 2mm wide line.
RULERS
RUL02 45cm (metric & Imperial measurements): Cork backed
steel ruler - non slip for cutting.
RUL03 30cm Make me ruler (metric only): We just love this see-
through plastic ruler. It has a steel edge to prevent damage while
cutting and is marked with a grid pattern so you can cut neat,
even borders without any measuring and marking out.
SCISSORS
SCI12 Fiskars. Non-stick 45mm blades - good for découpage.
SCI13 Fiskars. Straight cutting scissors, 30mm curved blades.
SCI15 Fiskars snip scissors: Straight handles with a spring action
(a bit like garden secateurs). Soft grip and 45mm fine tip blades.
SCI23 Fiskars universal craft scissors with 80mm blades.
SCI16 Fiskars scissor sharpener: Neat design, simple to use.
Only for right-handed, straight blade scissors.
PPW301 Corner rounder: Lever style, corner rounding punch.
STICKY FIXERS & FOAM TAPE
ADH05 12 × 25 × 2mm white pads x 50 pads.
ADH18 5 × 5 × 2mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH25 3 × 3 × 2mm white pads x 1089 pads.
ADH26 3 × 3 × 2mm black pads x 1089 pads.
ADH27 5 × 5 × 1mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH38 Foam Tape (white): 12mm × 2mm × 2metres long.
TAPES & PHOTO CORNERS
ADH13 Double sided tape: 6mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH16 Double sided tape: 12mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH33 Masking tape: 25mm wide × 50metres long.
ADH42 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 3mm wide x 5m.
ADH43 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 6mm wide x 5m.
ADH44 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 12mm wide x 5m.
ADH52 Uhu dry & clean refillable glue roller - 14m roll.
ADH53 Refill for UHU ADH52 - permanent - 14m roll.
PTM01 Photomount double-sided sheets: 300 x 1300mm.
PTM11 Photomount double-sided sheets: 450 x 1300mm.
SCA01 Photo corners: Clear plastic self adhesive corners in a
handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 corners.
SCA02 Mounting squares: 1cm squares of double sided sticky
paper in a handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 squares.
TRACING PAPERS
TR002A4 A4 90gsm: General purpose tracing paper.
TR003A4 A4 140gsm: Often used for parchment craft.
TRIMMERS (FISKARS)
TRM5446 Personal paper trimmer: Cuts up to 210mm.
TRM9893 Large paper trimmer: Cuts up to 300mm.
TRM9675T Spare blades for above trimmers and 9690 & 9698.
TRM9596 Spare blades for old style trimmers 9598 & 9590.
TWEEZERS
TWE03 Set of 4 tweezers: Approx. 12cm long with different tips
and actions.
QUILLING TOOLS
QT004 Quilling holder/guide: Perspex workboard for making
neat, even shapes.
QT005 3mm Quilling tool (medium): Steel with a rubber end.
QT006 2mm Quilling tool (small): Steel with a rubber end.

There are certain tools and supplies we all come back to again and again - essential cardmaking supplies.
To help you find these useful items quickly and easily we’ve gathered them together in one place.
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